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Ambiguous, sensual, coquette, and suggestive: theone thousand fashion drawing poses in this

book are a deep journey into the wealth of possibilities for illustrating male and female bodies,

and designers’ capacity to transmit sensations with an ever so slight flick of the wrist. 1,000

Poses in Fashion compiles all the usual fashion poses and illustrated features, represented in

full color, supplemented by the many variations of each pose, in black and white. The poses

show the effects of the way in which the clothes sit on the models, guiding the reader in

aspects such as how to give proportion or volume to a garment. 1,000 Poses in Fashion is an

essential reference for photographers, fashion designers, illustrators, models, and art directors

who are interested in corporal expression in relation to fashion. 



POSE!: 1,000 Poses for Photographers and Models, The Photographer's Guide to Posing:

Techniques to Flatter Everyone, Picture Perfect Posing: Practicing the Art of Posing for

Photographers and Models (Voices That Matter), The Dramatic Portrait: The Art of Crafting

Light and Shadow, The Natural Light Portrait Book: The step-by-step techniques you need to

capture amazing photographs like the pros, Photographing Women: Posing, Lighting, and

Shooting Techniques for Portrait and Fashion Photography, Headshot, The: The Secrets to

Creating Amazing Headshot Portraits (Voices That Matter), Creative 52: Weekly Projects to

Invigorate Your Photography Portfolio, The Complete Portrait Manual: 200+ Tips & Techniques

for Shooting the Perfect Photos of People (Popular Photography), Picture Perfect Lighting: An

Innovative Lighting System for Photographing People, Understanding Portrait Photography:

How to Shoot Great Pictures of People Anywhere, Shooting in Sh*tty Light: The Top Ten Worst

Photography Lighting Situations and How to Conquer Them, Boudoir and Glamour

Photography - 1000 Poses for Models and Photographers: Boudoir, glamour and lingerie

photography poses with instructions on techniques ... * Master Pro Secrets Quick & Easy Book

9), 1,000+ Fashion Poses: A Complete Reference Book for Models: Academy Posing Guides

(FilmPhotoAcademy.com: Posing Guides 2), Posing Techniques for Photographing Model

Portfolios, Picture Perfect Practice: A Self-Training Guide to Mastering the Challenges of Taking

World-Class Photographs (Voices That Matter), Master Posing Guide for Portrait

Photographers: A Complete Guide to Posing Singles, Couples and Groups, The Posing

Playbook for Photographing Kids: Strategies and Techniques for Creating Engaging,

Expressive Images, Posing Ideas for Glamour, Fine Art and Facial Expressions: A Detailed

Photo Book with Suggestions and Tips, The Off-Camera Flash Handbook: 32 Scenarios for

Creating Beautiful Light and Stunning Photographs, The Boudoir Photography Cookbook: 60

Recipes for Tempting Photos, One Flash!: Great Photography with Just One Light, 500 Poses

for Photographing High School Seniors: A Visual Sourcebook for Digital Portrait

Photographers, 500 Poses for Photographing Couples: A Visual Sourcebook for Digital Portrait

Photographers

Quill, “A great selection of poses. I am a costume design I use this book as reference for poses

in order to capture the essence of the character. The majority of the poses are modern, urban

poses. I wish it contained more period poses, but if you're looking for modern poses, this is the

perfect book. I like that the book has a mixxture of both male and female poses, as it is usually

muh harder to find men's poses than it is womens.”

A, “This books a keeper. Took a glance at it and it looks to be very beneficial. I'm a

photographer but sometimes we need to show people how to model too(lol..). It can be difficult

if your model doesn't know how to move their body, stands and looks at you, and the

photographer has to step in and basically take over(2 jobs in one anyone haha? !). That's

where this book comes in. I'll definitely be referring back to this and brushing up on the poses

before shoots.”

Ivy, “Good Reference. As a freelance illustrator, and just a visual artist in general, it is a good

book to reference out of. I sometimes have a little trouble thinking up of designs for clothes, but

when I look at this book I can mix and mash and get ideas. It is also a nice book too look at

poses and how cloths hang on the human body both male and female. I mainly had trouble

finding fashion ideas for males. This book is very helpful in that department. .”



PhotosbyCJ, “Great tool for fashion photographers. Often times i get new models asking me

what to wear on shots and how to pose and such. While this book isn't made for photography

or for models i have found that it does really well in the field. I can sit down with a model (male

or female as this book covers both) and look over the different outfit looks in this book. For

those who aren't very stylish its a way to get the most out of the cloths they already own or to

add a couple of pieces to bring together a whole outfit.So because of all of that i give this book

5 stars, it has been more than helpful and will be an important piece in my photography career.

The price was great also and the shipping was much faster than i expected it to be.”

miss K, “Good book. Love this book,I use it to create my own silhouette now I don't have to go

through a bunch of magazines to find a nice pose. I just open the book and voila! The poses

are a little bit abstract so if you are looking for detailed body poses I would not recommend it.

The only thing that I do not like is that the other half of the book has man poses which I

personally don't need and it adds unecessary weight to the book. Maybe they should have

done two separate books one for man and one for woman's poses.”

Vesu commings, “Great resource. If you're into art, this is a fantastic resource. You don't need

to be a fashion major to appreciate the looks and styles that are presented here. It's a good

book to have in your library as it shows modern, every day fashion, and not over the top, high

style high profile runway outfits.”

Robert E. Handley, “Nice book,lots of ideas. This book,gives you a,wealth of ideas and

information. Even if you don't do fashion it will help you with senior photography.”

Whitney Vargas, “Five Stars. Very good to reference to learn how your body works and what

poses you can really dominate!Recommended!”

Mehreen, “amazing. This book is worth getting, especially for fashion students. It gives me

more confidence to draw better and it has alot of great poses that could help me with

projectsDefinately reccomend!!”

Adriana S., “Ein wünderbare Buch. Das Buch ist einfach wündershön! Ganz genau was ich

erwartet habe. Da gibt es nur Bilder/ Zeichnungen, die sehr hilfreich für den Modezeichnen

sind. Die Lieferung war auch viel schneller als erwartet.Also beides (Produkt und Verkäufer)

sehr weiter zu empfehlen!”

PIERRE HER, “Top. Top livre vraiment utile pour les poses, ideal pour designer, excellent achat

il ne faut pas hésiter, un peu cher mais ca vaut le coup”

The book by Chidy Wayne has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 20 people have provided feedback.
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